SUMMARY: HRSA, an operating division of HHS, is publishing a list of individuals who may be named to serve on the Senior Executive Service Performance Review Board that oversees the evaluation of performance appraisals for Senior Executive Service members for the Fiscal Years 2021 and 2022.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Georgia Lyons, HRSA Executive Resources, Office of Human Resources, 5600 Fishers Lane, Rm 12N06C, Rockville, Maryland 20857, or (301) 443–4618.


DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
National Institutes of Health

Notice of Meeting

Center For Scientific Review; Amended Notice of Meeting

Notice is hereby given of a change in the meeting of the Bioengineering of Neuroscience, Vision and Low Vision Technologies Study Section, June 16, 2021, 8:00 a.m. to June 17, 2021, 07:00 p.m., National Institutes of Health, Rockledge II, 6701 Rockledge Drive, Bethesda, MD, 20892 which was published in the Federal Register on June 08, 2021, 86 FR 30466.

This notice is being amended to change the meeting start time from 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m. The meeting is closed to the public.

Dated: June 9, 2021.

David W. Freeman,
Program Analyst, Office of Federal Advisory Committee Policy.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
National Institutes of Health
National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering; Notice of Closed Meeting

Pursuant to section 10(d) of the Federal Advisory Committee Act, as amended, notice is hereby given of a meeting of the National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering Special Emphasis Panel.

The meetings will be closed to the public in accordance with the provisions set forth in sections 552b(c)(4) and 552b(c)(6), Title 5 U.S.C., as amended. The grant applications and the discussions could disclose confidential trade secrets or commercial property such as patentable material, and personal information concerning individuals associated with the grant applications, the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy.

Name of Committee: National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering Special Emphasis Panel; Career Development (K), Conference Support (R13), and Research Education (R25) Review.

Date: July 16, 2021.

Time: 09:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Agenda: To review and evaluate grant applications and/or proposals.

Place: National Institutes of Health, Democracy II, 6707 Democracy Blvd., Bethesda, MD 20892 (Virtual Meeting).

Contact Person: John K. Holden, Ph.D., Scientific Review Officer, National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering, National Institutes of Health, 6707 Democracy Blvd., Suite 920, Bethesda, MD 20892, (301) 496–8775, john.holden@nih.gov.

(Catalogue of Federal Domestic Assistance Program Nos. 93.866, National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering, National Institutes of Health, HHS)

Dated: June 9, 2021.

David W. Freeman,
Program Analyst, Office of Federal Advisory Committee Policy.